
Christa Clips' Coupon Tally!

11-Oct-12

Solutions 20% OFF 1 regular priced itemprintable 1  $     7.00 
finally got the red laptop sleeve I've been eyeing so I can lug my laptop to 

Blissdom & She's Connected conferences!  Love it!

Clean & Clear Body 

Wash
2.50$       livingwell printable 2  $     5.00 

I found 2 more!  reg$5.97, reduced to clear for $2 so I actually got $1 in overage.  

And they even handed me the loonie - something I'd never tried before (I usually 

apply the overage to other items, but this was all I was ... um ... NOT buying!)

Schneiders Country 

Naturals Sausages
2.00$       peelie 2  $     4.00 

reduced 30% because both expire in 2 days, plus the peelie = $1.83  This is fast 

becoming a favourite yellow sticker to look for when visiting Walmart!

Oasis fruit & veggie 

juice boxes
1.00$       inside Allen's can 1  $     1.00 

I can't believe how many of these coupons I've used already, and have so many 

left.  Definitely a good savings circle.  Reg $2.48 at Walmart, I price matched the 

Independent flyer for $1.99 and paid just $.99 with coupon.

Neste Green Tea  Iced 

Tea
FPC inside box 1  $     6.47 

I got on this FREE-spree too late.  Some Canadian Coupons fans got dozens of 

FREE cases by buying them one at a time.  I think all the specially marked boxes 

are gone now, but glad I got at least 1 for free!

Kashi Cereal FPC Silk offer 1  $     4.48 
This coupled with the $2 OFF Silk printable that I used to earn this FPC resulted in 

some VERY inexpensive healthy food.  Love it!

Edge Shaving Gel 2.00$       WebSaver 1  $     2.00 with coupon and sale price, only $.46 at Walmart.  
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 today's 
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9  $   29.95 
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I've 

saved 

39  $ 135.75 
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